
The	explanation	of	the	 “I’ll Dance Forever” Art-Peace	

 In this Art-Peace called “I’ll Dance Forever” which is an acronym for the IDF, the Israel 
Defense Forces. we will be discovering some very beautiful things. Let us begin with the word to the 
right reading vertically which is Israel & is spelled ישראל. When you break up the word as follows ישר 
means straight & אל means G-D. Therefore the point of Israel is to provide us a straight way to G-D. 

Israel has a numerical value of 541 & when you add 541 to the word to the far left which is Torah תורה 
with a numerical value 611 it equals 1152 which is the same value as Tehillim/Psalms 108:2 My heart is 
steadfast O God, I shall sing & play music, even my glory.  

 Now let us break up the words in the center which are combined in this Art-Peace. The word to 
the right reading vertical is צעקה which means to cry out. Then, the word that is horizontal in the 

center הוא means He is & the last vertical word to the left נאמן means faithful. All of these “letters” 
combined together equals 424 & when you add Israel at 541+424 it is equal to 965, the same vale as 
Tehillim/Psalms 150:4 which says, Praise Him with timbres & dance, praise Him with stringed 
instruments & flute. Then take 965 & add it to the word all the way to the left which again is Torah 
having a value of 611 you get 1576 which is the same value of Tehillim/Psalms 149:3 They will praise 
His name in dance; with timbrel & harp they will play music to Him.  

 Now when you take the word Torah תורה at 611 & add it to the letters in the center again 
equaling 424 you get 611+424=1035 which represents the Primordial Light at the dawn of creation. 
Here’s why, Light has a numerical value of 207 & light is mentioned 5 times on the 1st day of creation. 5 
x 207=1035. The reason it is Primordial is because this manifestation of light happened on the 1st day 
of creation & transcends the light of the Sun, Moon, & Stars as they were not created until day 4. 

 Let us now break down the meaning of the words in the center & see how we can calculate the 
speed of light. The vertical word to the right again is צעקה which means “crying out” having a 

numerical value of 265. Then the two remaining words הוא נאמן means He is faithful has a numerical 
value of 153. Divide 265 over 153 it equals 1.732… or A in this Art-Peace & A squared (2.99) times 10 
to the 8th power is equal to C which is the scientific notation for the speed of light. Therefore, we 
should be crying out to G-D that He is Faithful! Now this code starting with QW5pIFlI… when 
decoded reveals “I am (Ani) the LORD (Y-K-V-K) thy G-D (Eloheycha)” & is equal to 153. So when  
G-D is “crying out” to us that “I am the LORD thy G-D” this too operates at the speed of light!  

 May we Bless Adonai the King. May we Fear His Holy Name & Remember the Torah of His servant 
Moses. The Hebrew Alphabet is the Genetic Fabric of the Universe, the Holy Torah is the Mirrored Reflection of 
Pure Divine Will, (G-D) in the Cosmos, & may the Eternal Light of the Holy Torah fall like Rain upon the Earth. 
May this Art-Peace shed the Light & the Truth of the Holy Torah’s Sublime Wisdom upon all those who See it & 
Hear the Words therein, & may this Art spark Holy conversations that are pleasing to our KING, the Holy One, 
Blessed be He forever & ever Hallelu’Yah amen! 

Additional information comes with Art.  

Discoveries, Literature, & Art by “Tsophnat Paneach the Speed of Light Artisan” 

Meaning “Decoder of Mysteries” = “The one who explains what is hidden” 

The place where Astrophysics & Art collide! ESM.us All Art inspired by the Hebrew Bible


